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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.10.1-rev4
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.10.1-rev5
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Release 7.10.1.

62240 Creating tasks while on a different time zone with a yearly or monthly repeat leads
to wrong dates
Too generic approach in the recurrence view. All timezones with negative offset are affected. In
detail, the timezone of a task (utc) wasn’t considered when creating the recurrence rule.
This has been solved by considering different timezones when using calendar or task. StartDate of
calendar knows its timezone whereas tasks are always in utc.
62237 Maileditor shows ’0’ as size for drive attachments
Size calculation was not correctly taking external files into account.
This has been fixed by changing the calculation to respect all sizes of the attached files including
external files.
62218 Basic Accounts can still use Drive as a Standard App although it is disabled
Settings considered all apps which where rendered in the launcher and did no dedicated capability
check.
Filter for apps, which are disabled by capabilities but might be visible due to upsell to solve this issue.
62201 Unable to determine next update task
The defined dependency of the update task (com.openexchange.groupware.update.tasks.ContextAttributeConvertUtf8ToUtf8mb4Task) might be excluded and could not be solved.
This has been fixed by setting dependency to com.openexchange.groupware.update.tasks.CreateIndexOnContextAttributesTask.
62178 Translation issue for ”autoforward” in Filter Rules
The rule title was missing the translation capability.
This has been solved by adding the translation capability.
62074 WebGUI E-Mail ”My Folders” (”meine Ordner”) are changed to URL of Mail which does
not work for some customer
Account name may be cryptic in special mail environments.
Added a new feature toggle to explicitly use the ”My Folders” string for private mail folders. This
solves an issue for customers where the account name is generated during provisioning and may
not match the real user name/mail. Added new feature toggle ’io.ox/mail//features/usePrimaryAccountNameInTree’, default is ”true”.
62034 Appointment series ends one day to early
UNTIL in the recurrence rule has been interpreted as a date value by the UI, whereas it should be a
datetime value.
The UNTIL part of the recurrence rule now contain as a datetime value. Therefore, the zulu timestamp in UNTIL is now after the startdate of the last occurrence.
61823 Drive shows main folder content instead of content from selected folder
Wrong root folder selected after removing a folder.
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This has been solved by removing superfluous event trigger and fixed regular expression.
61777 Out of office information in Mail module not wrapped
The three dots shown at the end of the shortened message were hidden by the close icon.
This has been solved by adjusting the padding to prevent the overlapping.
61427 Wrong hint in the Settings page for reload or relogin
Adjusted reload/relogin hint and added translations.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

62240, 62237, 62218, 62201, 62178, 62074, 62034, 61823, 61777, 61427,
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